During the month of August of 2006 our house was badly damaged by a hail storm. Everything on the outside of our house was broken, bent, or destroyed. We had to use traps for our roof and windows. We contacted "The Hartford Insurance Company" and Randy Johnson was assigned to our claim. Randy did an outstanding job from start to finish. He kept us informed throughout the process and exceeded our expectations on all levels.

Shortly after filing our claim we contacted "Crest Exteriors" to be our contractor to repair our home. Danny Bowling from Crest Exteriors, came out and assessed our damages and immediately ordered materials and started repairs. Our home was restored perfectly and we can not thank you enough for all the hard work and great job you did on our home. Every aspect of the project was done with craftsmanship and in a timely manner. We would use Crest Exteriors again if needed because they were easy to work with and paid special attention to details. When this Company says they are going to do something they do it. Their word is their bond. It is rare to find honest, trustworthy people of this caliber anywhere. Before this storm hit we had never before experienced the calamity such as that which damaged our home. It is amazing to look back now and see how bad we felt after the storm hit and how pleased we are now.

Dorthy and I will always remember what Crest Exteriors has done for us, because every time we pull into our driveway we see the great work you have done to our home. Thank you again for all your time and hard work.

Sincerely, Curt and Dorothy DeCoux
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